
Classes 8 a.m.–5 p.m. on Day 1 and Day 2, and 8 a.m.–3:30 p.m. on Day 3.  

Day 2
A. Classical Layouts and Flow Patterns

• Commodity, activity, and other storage
zones

• Basic flow patterns and their benefits
• Charting your operations
• Defining your activity areas

B. Flow of Materials Analysis
• Ways to measure and visualize material

flow
• The quantified flow diagram
• Guided application in flow analysis
• Combining flow and other-than-flow

relationships
C. Estimating Space Requirements

• Five ways to establish space
requirements

• Short-range and longer-range space
projections

• Case exercises in estimating space
requirements

• Balancing space required to space
available

D. Facilities Planning Issues
• Adjusting for physical features of the

facility
• The impact of utilities, lighting, HVAC,

and other specialized requirements
• Rack and aisle orientations

E. Case Exercise in Warehouse Layout
and Materials Handling
• Team exercise to improve an existing

layout
• Rearrange to reduce material handling

effort
• Layout considerations other than

material flow

Day 3 
A. Evaluation of Alternative Plans

• Costs and intangibles
• How to select the best overall

layout
B. Detailed Layouts

• Rack storage areas
• Shelving arrangements and

slotting
• Dock areas
• Application of SLP to equipment

layout
C. Case Problem in Distribution

Center Planning
• Application of techniques from

days 1 and 2 to a distribution
center expansion

• Organizing the project
• Developing a preliminary

arrangement
• Integrating storage and handling

methods
D. Case Problem Continues

• Improving the preliminary plan
• Responding to changing and

unforeseen requirements
E. Organizing Your Layout Project

• Recap of phases, steps, and
planning documents

• Working forms and templates for
your next project

• What top management wants to
know

Day 1 
A. Introduction

• Typical approaches to layout
planning

• Three fundamentals of layout
planning

B. Case Exercise in Layout Planning
• A six-step simplified planning

procedure
• Relationship charts and diagrams
• Hands-on case exercise in

warehouse layout
C. Systematic Layout Planning

(SLP)
• The four phases of every layout

project
• Systematic planning procedures
• Gathering and projecting key

input data
D. Profiling	and	Inventory	Analysis

• Activity and order profiles
• Inventory profiles
• Zoning and picking methods
• Matching your methods to

inventory levels and flows
• Storage capacity calculations

E. Handling and Storing
Equipment
• Unit load handling and storage
• Case and item picking and storage
• Simple and complex equipment

F. Case Exercises in Methods
Selection
• Discussion problems on storage,

handling, and order-picking

Reduce Costs Without 
Reducing Service
A recent survey of warehouse and 
distribution center decision makers 
shows their top priority is reducing 
operating costs. Their top initiatives 
for accomplishing this reduction are 
improving warehouse processes  
(67 percent) and improving inventory 
control (61 percent). A well-planned 
warehouse layout contributes to both 
of these goals. If you are taking similar 
steps to stay cost competitive, this 
seminar will help.

Real Cases, Proven 
Techniques
This three-day seminar was devel-
oped by the professional engineers 
and consultants at Richard Muther & 
Associates, internationally recognized 
for their contributions to industrial 
facilities planning. 

All techniques presented are field-
proven and derived from successful 
implementation. Case exercises are 
adapted from real situations and 
projects.

H. Lee Hales
President, Richard Muther & 
Associates
Lee Hales is an internationally rec-
ognized planner of manufacturing 
and distribution facilities. Formerly 
operations manager for a distributor of 
industrial supplies and service parts, 
Mr. Hales has completed consult-
ing assignments for a wide range of 
industries in more than 20 countries. 
His clients include Crown Equipment, 
The Container Store, Delta Air Lines, 
Lands’ End, Nokia, Motorola, General 
Motors, Nutro Products, Sony, and 
many others. The author of two books 
on industrial planning, Mr. Hales is a 
graduate of the University of Kansas 
and the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology.

Learn to:
• Improve the performance of ware-

houses and distribution facilities.
• Increase the productivity and

effectiveness of those responsible
for layout planning.

• Provide practical approaches to
storage, order-picking, packing,
material movement, and physical
control.

• Streamline material flow in ware-
houses and distribution centers.

Who Should Attend
• Industrial engineers and systems

analysts
• Warehouse supervisors and team

leaders
• Managers of warehouses and

distribution centers
• Logistics and supply chain

planners
• Planning teams for new or

expanded facilities
• Leaders of supply chain and lean

initiatives
• Architects

Location and Lodging
University of Kansas Edwards 
Campus, 12600 Quivira Road, 
Overland Park, KS 66213

Travel and lodging specifics are avail-
able on the website. More information 
will be sent after registration.

23 Contact Hours
A certificate of participation for 23 
contact hours of instruction will be 
given for this seminar. It may be used 
to meet the CEU requirements of many
associations.

Abbott Laboratories
Aerospace Alloys
Asco Distribution Center
Associated Transfer & Storage
Central Florida Investments, Inc.
Defense Logistics Agency
Genco
General Motors
Harcourt Brace & Co.

Hill’s Pet Nutrition
Kawasaki Motors Manufacturing Corp., 

USA
Kelly Management Services
La Choy Food Products
Longaberger Baskets
Mercury Marine
Nabisco
Oram Equipment Co.

Panasonic Industrial Co.
Procter & Gamble
S.C. Johnson Wax
Seven Eleven
Sprint North Supply
Staples
Tucson Cooperative Warehouse
Warehouse Equipment, Inc.

FIRms THaT Have senT RepResenTaTIves TO THIs cOuRse

“Great presentation. Well

rounded for most businesses

to be able to adapt information

to their application.”

— Linda Marten, Presto
Absorbent Products Inc.

“It was incredible how much we coveredand accomplished in three days. Lee’s experience led us to solve what were, inthe past, tough layout problems.”
—  Heráclito I. Ribas, Makro SouthAmerica, São Paulo, Brazil




